In Loving Memory...

Mr. Robert Potter

by DAVID STILLMAN

On Monday, November 22nd, 2010, in the early hours of the evening, the phone of every high school student rang. It was a recorded message from a somber Mr. Leonardi, saying that HHS art teacher Mr. Robert Potter had passed away due to a sudden heart attack.

Mr. Potter told every student who entered his class, “Mr. Potter is not a potter.” He was a sculptor who left his former job because he truly loved teaching and cared about his students. He found his calling in teaching, but he taught much more than sculpting. He was a mentor to students and a guide to many through high school.

For those who had him for a teacher, his doors were always open. Students were constant in his house even if they did not need help with their projects. With a magnetic personality, Mr. Potter was a trend to every student and colleague with whom he interacted. “You helped us get through each day, just by your smile,” an anonymous writer wrote.

For those not fortunate enough to have had Mr. Potter as a teacher, he was truly an inspiration. There was never a complaint about him or a person who did not look forward to going to his class. His death has signified the loss of a role model, a friend, and a wonderful human being for the Huntington community.

Unanimity is rare, but after Mr. Potter’s passing, there was not one person who was not struck with sadness. Facebook erupted with statuses honoring him (“We’ll never forget...”

get you! R.I.P. Mr. Potter-C”). Murals were put up in the front lobby and in front of his classroom where students could write their thoughts about him. Three murals were filled up within the first day with comments such as, “You were an angel on this earth/ No one ever or ever will touch all the wayward souls of teenage years the way you did/ God bless you Potter/ We will always be thinking of you, miss you, we love you.”

Some students were black in memory of him; others wore bright colors to honor him. Grief counselors were provided for those in need, and the absence of Mr. Potter filled the hallways. The Huntington community loved Mr. Potter and was truly shaken by his death.

Mr. Potter was not only a role model to the high school, but a father and husband as well. His daughter and wife are suffering tremendously, and their sentiments have been heard by Huntington High School.

In honor of Mr. Potter, Student Government will be hosting a school dance this January to raise money for either a college fund for his daughter or a scholarship in his name. After a man dedicated four and a half years to helping every individual he could, Huntington High is showing its gratitude.

One Huntington student voiced their gratitude to Mr. Potter in the following statement: “Thank you for bringing laughter, happiness, joy to all who knew you. Thank you.”

Huntington goes abroad

Students eager for upcoming trips to Greece and Costa Rica

by MIKE O’CONNOR

While many may view traveling abroad as an activity reserved for college students, over 50 Huntington High School students will be traveling to foreign countries this year to experience foreign cultures.

This year, there are three travel abroad programs in the school, two of which are taking students to Costa Rica while the other is heading to Greece.

For the past several years, Huntington High School students have opted to travel to countries such as Italy and Peru with Education First (E.F.) Tours.

During April Break, over 40 students will spend nine days traveling in Greece. They will be exploring Athens, taking a cruise to several Greek islands, and entering Turkey to visit Ephesus to see the House of the Virgin Mary. The group will spend four days in Athens seeing sights like the Parthenon, the Acropolis, and Delphi. The next four days will be spent cruising from island to island in the Mediterranean, stopping at Mykonos, Rhodes, and Santorini. Senior Ben Kitzen said, “I can’t wait for this trip. I went to Italy last year and loved it and hope this trip will be even better.”

The other trip through E.F. Tours is to Costa Rica and is being run through the Spanish department. This trip will consist of a smaller group of students, accompanied by Ms. Diaz, that will travel to Costa Rica for nine days during February Break. While in Costa Rica, these students will get a chance to experience Latin American culture firsthand and practice their Spanish as well as visit sites such as Lake Arenal, La Fortuna Waterfall, and Monteverde Reserve. This is the first time that an abroad trip geared specifically towards students taking Spanish is being run and it is likely to be a positive experience for all involved.

The second trip to Costa Rica is being run through World Challenge. While the other two trips have planned itineraries, the World Challenge trip is much more open, leaving students to decide what activities they want to partake in and when. Although Mr. Gould is the advisor of the trip, he acts as an observer, leaving it up to the students to plan their trip and fundraise for it. By giving this responsibility to the students, the students are able to shape their experience to what they want it to be and it gives them great leadership skills. The group will leave for Costa Rica just a few days after school ends and will stay for 15 days. Currently, the group is planning on aiding freshly hatched turtles to the sea, zip-lining in a forest, helping a local community, and going white water rafting. Lizzy Saltman, one of the leaders of the trip, says, “Right away I knew this trip was something I would want to do. I liked the idea of the independency that comes with having to raise our own money and being able to decide what we want to do.”

see HUNTINGTON GOES ABROAD on pg. 3
From texting to trauma

by EMILY McGOLDRICK

Car crashes are the number one killer of teenagers in the United States. Approximately 100 students have registered for a parking space in the HHS lot for the 2010-2011 school year, not to mention the several other students who are transported to and from school by these new drivers on a daily basis.

In a time where technology is the key to social connections and communications, it is no wonder that the buzz of a cell phone is almost impossible to ignore. The need to be informed of news or plans is one of the main reasons why texting has become so popular, especially amongst younger generations. “I try not to text,” said senior Amy Eisen. “Texting while driving is dangerous. I try not to talk (on the phone), but I do probably 18% of the time”.

Another possibility behind this danger is the increasing safety features of cars which allow drivers to become complacent and want to take more risks while driving. “I know people who have gotten into accidents because they are texting and driving. If you have an emergency, you should just pull over,” added Mrs. Desiderio. “I don’t text. I don’t see the necessity of doing it while you are driving...it can scar you for life,” said Mrs. Gilbert. Some students have even shown that calls or texts have similar characteristics to that of an addiction. When teens see their peers and adults having the same distractions, it affirms that everyone is taking a call so it must be safe, and like many other negative events, no one believes that a crash could ever happen to them, though it happens all the time. On the afternoon of October 3rd, a 21-year-old driver suffered a serious head injury from a crash on Route 117 in Nesconset caused by texting.

Just being in the car with someone else who is texting is life-threatening; almost 50 percent of teens between the ages of 12-17 have at one time or another been in a vehicle with a driver who was texting. Using a cell phone while driving disrupts a driver’s abilities and rate of reaction nearly as much as drunk driving, which puts not just those passengers but all vehicles in the area in danger. “No, I never text in the car. My phone is always next to me, never on my lap. Only if it’s an emergency or a parent calling”, remarked senior Richie Gray. The issue has become common enough that public figures have started awareness campaigns, such as Oprah Winfrey’s creation of the “No Phone Zone” pledge. Not even a month before the Nesconset crash, a Hempstead high school student smashed her car in a collision with another car one morning. A week or two later another Hempstead student lost control and swerved into a tree on her way to school and destroyed her car as well. These examples that are so close to home are a mere two of several crashes that have affected students, families and communities on Long Island.

Simple precautions such as putting over to answer a call, turning off the phone, or placing it somewhere such as the car trunk can help to avoid conversations and on the road altogether. All drivers, no matter what age, must know that a call or text is never worth risking their life or the life of another person. After all, a text is just a text.

Key Club’s “primal project”

by KYMBERLY CORLEY and ALEIA ISOLDI

Most people are unaware that there are only 720 Uganda mountain gorillas left in the world. Huntington High School’s Key Club, a service group dedicated to helping others, has made it their priority to be involved in the “Friend a Gorilla” project.

Friend a Gorilla is a conservation program that was founded by the Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA). It was developed to spread awareness regarding the Uganda Mountain gorillas. Since gorillas have no voice of their own, HHS has decided to talk to the world for them. Huntington Key Clubbers are just some of the 2,500 students involved in this international organization. Key Club treasurer Samantha Levine said, “Learning about and helping the gorillas is an exotic experience that I’m grateful to be a part of.”

The project has two purposes: it not only benefits the Uganda gorillas, but if Key Club raises $250,000, two Key Club students will have the honor of traveling to Uganda.

Today, there are only ten countries with naturally occurring gorilla populations. Without the help of Key Club, the number of gorilla populations will continue to dwindle. Fundraisers such as a car wash, bake sales and charitable donations are what HHS needs in order to meet its $250,000 incentive. By donating to this cause, donors could be potentially saving this species. “Every effort we put into this organization will have an impact on the survival of the gorillas,” stated Levine.

The Dispatch would like to wish the Huntington High School community a joyous and safe holiday season!

Make a New Year’s resolution worth keeping: Join the 2011 Dispatch staff

October Issue Corrections
- The Dispatch sincerely apologizes to all of the students whose school accounts were hacked due to the exposure of their ID numbers in the front page graphic.
- “Sammi Sweetheart” was pictured in the Jersey Shore P/C, not “JWOWW.”
- The Dispatch would like to formally recognize Emily McGoldrick as a member of the October issue contributing staff.
**HHS’ “triple threat” resource**

by HOLLY FLORES

It students are having problems with a classmate, teacher, or simply a bad day, few are aware of the availability of HHS’ school psychologists. Huntington High School has 2.3 psychologists as compared to the typical one or two. Huntington’s psychologists are Dr. Mendez, Dr. DeVito (both full-time), and Dr. Ozimkowski (available one day per week).

Dr. Ozimkowski explained the very involved job of being a school psychologist. They meet with all students, with some students on a regular basis, run counseling groups, perform cognitive assessments, perform interventions in the classroom and work closely with the special education program. On top of all this, they meet with Dr. Leonardi every week and keep her updated about their work.

“Challenge Day” program poses new obstacles

by MARISSA BALDI

Every day students see the same faces while walking through the halls. Some are friends while some are not, and many would agree that to truly get to know each person would be next to impossible. For the last few years, Huntington has been giving their students that exact opportunity with an all day in school program called Challenge Day.

Challenge Day is a day when the walls between cliques are taken down and people can find out who their peers and themselves are deep down inside. “It is a wonderful day that is very emotionally exhausting” say Dr. Carmela Leonardi. Students who had participated in the event shared similar feelings. Junior Bianca Iarrabino recalled, “It was an experience that opened me up to the obstacles other people face, and how you otherwise would never be able to realize them.”

This year, however, the Challenge Day program will not be taking place at HHS due to lack of funding. Huntington High School must pay for the traveling and accommodation fees of the people who run the program. They come all the way from California, thus the cost usually ends up totaling over $12,000. Without another school in the area that also participates in the program, Huntington must pay the whole fee alone. The yearly grant that has been allowing the program to come to HHS is no longer available.

Dr. Leonardi says that there is talk that the school will do something similar to Challenge Day on its own. “I am talking to the guidance counselors and teachers to possibly put together something much like Challenge Day that we can do here on our own at school,” she said.

Though the professional Challenge Day leaders will not be able to visit HHS this year, not all hope has been lost for the Challenge Day experience.

**“HUNTINGON GOES ABROAD” (continued from front page)***

**WORD ON THE STREET**

What’s the best/worst thing about HHS?

**BEST**

Phil Cadorette- Junior

“The rock, because no other school has one like it.”

**WORST**

Ben Jensen- Senior

“Having a bottom locker and being 6’4”. Bending down like that gives me arthritis.”

Nadav Klein- Senior

“Wearing ID cards makes me feel like a pet.”

The opinions expressed do not reflect the opinions of The Dispatch's staff, nor the HUFSD School Board or any affiliated.
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SERVING UP SUPPORT

by JIMMY OLIVA

When Huntington High school students are tired or hungry and it’s a been a long day at school, they want to sit down, relax and eat lunch. For those students who buy lunch on a consistent basis, they normally have a routine line to go to, whether it’s the sandwich, hot food, or burrito line. For those students who choose the burrito line, they know that the burrito line has something unique about it: this line is honored by the presence of lunch lady Francis Bravo.

Bravo, affectionately called “Franny” by students, is one of the many underrated Huntington High School faculty workers. She’s a dedicated 22-year veteran and a Huntington High School alumna who has built quite the reputation over the years. Having worked at Finley for 14 years and Huntington High for eight, she has made herself very well known throughout the district. Franny truly does what she loves, and the students take notice of that. What everyone loves about Franny is her satirical sense of humor and her “tell it how it is” attitude.

For Franny, there is one thing she loves about Huntington High School that makes her want to come back every day; it’s not the money she makes, or the benefits she receives, it’s the smiles on kids’ faces. By kids Franny does not mean her own kids but all of 1,200+ students at Huntington High School. If there is one thing everyone should know about Franny, it’s the magnitude of her love for the students of HHS. When asked “what’s the best part about your job?” Franny’s automatic reply is “the children.”

She is also incredibly supportive of the athletes at the high school. Any student who is getting lunch and happens to be wearing a school jersey should be prepared to be showered with a wave of blessings and encouragement.

Franny truly is a Huntington High School legend who many students makes her job enjoyable and satisfying, and she is fondly thought of in return by many students who visit her every day during their lunch periods.

Is AP for Me?

by EMAL WAFAJOW

This year, students at Huntington High School are taking anywhere from zero to six AP classes. With more expectations and a comprehensive rigor unlike any other, Advanced Placement (AP) classes give certain students the opportunity to test their full capacity in a more intense setting.

There are some schools in other states that force all students to take AP exams that they offer, but according to guidance counselors, colleges are taking anywhere from zero to six AP classes. With more expectations and a comprehensive rigor unlike any other, Advanced Placement (AP) classes give certain students the opportunity to test their full capacity in a more intense setting.

There are some schools in other states that force all students to take AP exams that they offer, but according to guidance counselors, colleges are taking anywhere from zero to six AP classes. With more expectations and a comprehensive rigor unlike any other, Advanced Placement (AP) classes give certain students the opportunity to test their full capacity in a more intense setting.

There are some schools in other states that force all students to take AP exams that they offer, but according to guidance counselors, colleges are taking anywhere from zero to six AP classes. With more expectations and a comprehensive rigor unlike any other, Advanced Placement (AP) classes give certain students the opportunity to test their full capacity in a more intense setting.
Each year approximately 250 students graduate from Huntington High School. Some go on to college and eventually pursue careers, while others are forced to discontinue their education. They can no longer pursue their learning because of a choice their parents made. These are the children of illegal immigrants. After attending school for as much of kindergarten through 12th grade as possible, these students are released into the real world to discover that in addition to not being able to further their education, they cannot drive, work legally, or pay taxes to contribute to the economy. They have built their lives here, but because of a choice their parents made, they will never be able to truly achieve the American dream. It is a loss for these young people as well as for our society as a whole. Americans spend money through the public school system to educate all, including immigrants, and now they will not be able to give anything back to society. The main point of education is to provide someone with the knowledge to go out and use what they have learned to improve society. Under current legislation, the children of illegal immigrants have little to no opportunity to do this. This is why the DREAM Act (Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act) needs to be passed. This will permit such students conditional legal status if they meet certain standards. To blame children for their parents’ actions is unfair. This act would prevent America from throwing away potential that has been invested in for many years while these children traveled through the grade school system. It is a waste of resources to educate them for years and then not let them repay the country. This act would add to our work force of skilled laborers. It would also improve immigrant communities and has the potential to decrease crime and other violent activity. By allowing illegal immigrants to become citizens we are also allowing them to pay taxes. More taxes means more money under our belt.

Passing the DREAM Act would not only be beneficial to the children of illegal immigrants, but to America as a whole both economically and socially. It would not encourage illegal immigration because families of immigrants would still have to pay equal tuition. This act would merely level the playing field and allow immigrants the opportunity to further their education. By allowing illegal immigrants to become citizens, we are also allowing them to become legal residents. As citizens of the United States of America, we should have to pay for illegal immi- grants to go through our public school system as well as provide their health-care, and then allow them to become legal residents.

Attending college and serving in the military are privileges. By passing the DREAM Act, and not only allowing, but rewarding illegal immigrants with these privileges is absurd. Our service men and women join the military for the sole purpose of serving their country, because they have a strong American identity. However, illegal immigrants don’t want to identify themselves as Americans. Illegal immigrants simply aren’t raised under patriotic American ideals and therefore have no initiative to fight for our nation. The DREAM Act is their only source of motivation to join the military. To make our military right alongside illegal immigrants would be disrespectful, and potentially harmful to active duty Americans and our veterans. In New York alone, it is estimated that there are over half a million illegal immigrants. We do not need more residents when New York already has an unemployment rate of 8.2%. Illegal immigrants have already taken thousands of jobs from hard working Americans. The DREAM Act would only encourage illegal immigration because as they begin to move into white collar jobs, new illegal immigrants will come only to replace the opening in the blue collar labor force. If it is passed, the DREAM Act will be nothing but a free ticket for illegal immigrants. They can already attend college, they just can’t receive federal Pell Grants. Many support this line of reasoning due to the fact that illegal immigrants do not pay taxes. If illegal immigrants have ambitions to go to college or serve in our military, they should go through the standard process of becoming an American citizen like our ancestors did before us.

"To blame children for their parents’ actions is unfair.”

The DREAM Act: a dream for some, but a nightmare for many. Coming into this country through Ellis Island, my grandfather had one thing on his mind: to achieve the American dream. If the DREAM Act is passed, illegal immigrants will only be further distancing themselves from the Ameri- can dream.

The DREAM Act states that by either graduating a two-year college or serving two years of honorable military service, any illegal immigrant under the age of 35 who has lived in the United States for at least five years can attain legal status within the United States for a period six years. If during those six years they pursue a further two years of higher education, or two years of active duty military service, they can become permanent citizens. As citizens of the United States of America, we should not have to pay for illegal immi- grants to go through our public school system as well as provide their health-care, and then allow them to become legal residents.

"...rewarding illegal immigrants with these privileges is absurd.”

In today’s world, redheads, commonly referred to as “gingers” are considered their own pseudo-ethnic group. Huntington High School has a minority of students that are considered to be gingers. Recently, there have been jokes passed regarding redheads. M.I.A., female singer and rapper, attempted to bring attention to this problem through her contro- versial music video for her new single, “Born Free.” This music video was no different from any other music video that has ever existed in that one could watch and listen to it on YouTube.com. The only difference was that her music video was banned from YouTube. This wasn’t because of music copyright infringement but of its content of gingers being restricted to run over an active minefield. The M.I.A. video certainly should not have been banned. It clearly isn’t the most graphic or obscene thing on the website. The work was clearly being satirical and ironic; it’s mu- sic video named “Born Free,” yet people are being captured and slaughtered. The video was be- ing symbolic, yet YouTube denied this form of mean-ingful art judging it to be too brutally graphic. M.I.A was trying to send out a political message that portrays an anti-militarism and possibly even anti-American sentiment as it is U.S. authorities that appear to be an occupying force as well as our as- signs. YouTube claimed to have several reasons for banning the video. It was too graphic. It was too violent. It was too sexual. Its political message went a tad bit too far. And finally, it was trying to inspire hate crimes against redheads. YouTube judged the work to have gone too far and to have been too con- troversial, but the young minds who would’ve been tainted, us, deemed it to be a form of satire and comedy. If younger audiences could pick up on M.I.A.’s strategies, the video should have simply been released. There are restricted videos that can only be watched by an audience of 18 years or older. YouTube should have just restricted it to those conditions. When asked if the video should have been banned, senior singer Curtis Herrington responded, “No. I think it was funny and that people should just learn to laugh about it.” The brutal violence wasn’t as brutal as YouTube portrayed it to be; people laughed at it. YouTube judged the work to have gone too far and to have been too con- troversial, but the young minds who would’ve been tainted, us, deemed it to be a form of satire and comedy. If younger audiences could pick up on M.I.A.’s strategies, the video should have simply been limited to that age group and above’s viewing.
Dear Editors,

I feel that you have not identified the reasons for why IDs are harmful rather than good. We as the readers would like to hear predictions as to what may happen as we get more and more comfortable with a barcode attached to us all the time.

Sincerely,
Cote Peters

Dear Editors,

I would like to commend you on a very thorough and well written first issue. The articles were all very long and showed a process of thoughts - all of which were completed and written eloquently. Most of them pertained to school issues, therefore they were of much relevance and, arguably, much importance. I enjoyed the Point/Counterpoint on Jersey Shore. The idea of using two opinions made for a very interesting piece. A different topic, however, would have been preferable.

Sincerely,
Cali Hochman

Dear Editors,

I can imagine that putting together The Dispatch is very difficult. However, I found the October issue very offensive and sort of rude. Among several reasons, one was the article "Land of the Free?". I found it to be extremely racist. The article assumed ESL kids to be immigrants...I didn’t get the reason why this article was put into a high school newspaper. I also found that the PCP on Jersey Shore was completely inaccurate.

Sincerely,
Allie Wieland

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
FASHION COLUMN
Seniors Emily Feldman and Brian Castillo tell all

by MARISSA GOLDSTEIN

(Emily Feldman Q&A on top; Brian Castillo Q&A on bottom)

Q: What does your sense of style say about you?
A: Well, my sense of style says, “Hi I am Brian Castillo and I like to dress comfortably while still coordinating my outfits.”

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: I bought a necklace a few years ago from an antique store in Massachusetts for two dollars. Best purchase ever. I’ve ever made considering I wear it almost everyday.

Q: What is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: I’d say a good portion of our school still has that whole “LAX” flow thing going on. You’d think that’d be gone by now. I’m not a fan of the whole scene style. I’d like to see that go too. Girls who are more then enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with them as one.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: Is there a certain someone or a genre of music that influences how you dress?
A: A few things influence me. Indie music is one and traveling to different countries is another. Indie music gives generic and mainstream style the boot, which I love. But also seeing styles from around the world and incorporating them into different outfits is like a game for me. Whether it is a headscarf or something as simple as a ring, I like to mix and match different cultures and make unique outfits.

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: I brought a necklace a few years ago from an antique store in Massachusetts for two dollars. Best purchase I’ve ever made considering I wear it almost everyday.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.

Q: Where is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: I bought a necklace a few years ago from an antique store in Massachusetts for two dollars. Best purchase ever. I’ve ever made considering I wear it almost everyday.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.

Q: Where is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.

Q: Where is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.

Q: Where is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.

Q: Where is your favorite place to shop?
A: H&M, such a great place, especially when it’s sweater season.

Q: What is one thing you’d love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one thing that you'd love to see go out of style?
A: “Don’t Shave December” was bad enough...guys, please do your ladies a favor and don’t follow suit with this awful trend for yet another month.

Q: What is one fashion “do” and one fashion “don’t”?

Q: What is one thing you own that you constantly re-wear or re-use?
A: A watch. I like to tell time while wandering the halls and just knowing the time is such a great feeling. It also makes for a nice accessory.
SPORTS

COMMITMENT ON A WHOLE NEW LEVEL

by ROBERT HUGHES and MIKE VALENTE

Jack Castelli

Jack Castelli has certainly captured the attention of many both on and off the lacrosse field. His studious attitude and fiery passion for lacrosse have earned him a reputation as the quintessential "student athlete."

Castelli’s strong determination on the field has certainly carried over in the classroom. Consistently on the high honor roll, he has excelled in AP and honors courses. When it came time to think about playing lacrosse in college, Castelli knew he wanted the best academic fit. "I really focused on small, academically renowned schools," he said. After meeting with coaches during the summer, he narrowed down his list to Tufts, Haverford, Swarthmore, Trinity, Union and Wesleyan. Although all extraordinarily impressive, one school gave him the "gut" feeling. "Wesleyan, for me, was the total package. It is an exceptional school academically, which was the main focus for me when choosing a college. In addition, I feel that I am a perfect fit in Wesleyan’s lacrosse system."

The decision was a very close one, with all schools being of high interest to Jack. After what he called a long and tedious summer of recruiting events, tournaments and college visits, Jack had made a verbal commitment by the end of August. Despite his decision, Jack allows the recruiting process to remain open and keeps in contact with other coaches. "All the schools I considered are great places, so it’s nice to keep things open with them in case things don’t work out at Wesleyan." Although he is relieved to be able to look ahead to the next chapter in his life, Castelli knows his responsibilities in high school have not diminished. Battened with APs and preparation for the upcoming lacrosse season, he does not plan on performing at anything less than his best.

For the upcoming season, Jack thinks that the outlook for Huntington varsity lacrosse is positive. The attackman is also excited to find ways to improve. I need to develop into a more explosive player and develop my leadership role."

This eagerness to strive for excellence and his reputation as "student athlete" will certainly follow Jack through college and beyond.

Sarah Ehrman

For most high school athletes, the thought of playing NCAA Division I athletics is a fantastical daydream. For Sarah Ehrman, her dedication and tough-

ness have transformed this dream into a reality. As other seniors struggle to meet their deadlines for college applications, Ehrman can relish in the excitement of knowing that she has found a home at Stony Brook University for the next four years. Before her senior year had even begun, Sarah Ehrman took one step closer to planning her future. By the end of August, she committed to play lacrosse at Stony Brook. "The coaches of the team and the Stony Brook campus really influenced my decision," Ehrman remarked. The reasonably close proximity to home was also very important in her final decision, "I was comforted by the fact that I could have the choice of never coming home or coming home whenever I wanted."

Although Stony Brook seemed like the easy choice, schools such as UConn, Colgate University, and Saint Francis University fought for her talent. The attention may seem desirable, but it has a different kind of effect on the athlete. "The process is very stressful. It is unbelievably competitive. I couldn’t even talk about the schools with my best friends, because there was a possibility that they were also being recruited." The recruiting process was obviously no easy period for Ehrman, but the end result was surely worth the ordeal.

The Huntington girls’ lacrosse program is undoubtedly proud of Ehrman’s commitment to a Division I school, but her departure will not go unnoticed. Coming off arguably her best year of lacrosse, Ehrman seeks to build off of her All-Division season with a strong finish. She would love to cap off her high school tenure with a run to the playoffs and to win the County championship. Having a better season than she had last year may be difficult, though, as she managed to score an astounding 24 goals with an impressive 25 assists. However, her determination to be All-County and motivation to always play with a winning attitude could put her among some of Huntington’s greats. It is fair to assume that her competitiveness on and off the field will help her find the same success at Stony Brook as she has enjoyed at Huntington.

Football Recap

by SHIRA MOSKOWITZ

This year, the Huntington football team proved that it had done in 3 years, making it all the way to Suffolk County semi-finals where they lost by a mere two points to Islip. However, in week 8 of the season they beat Islip, the number one team, 14-0.

In addition to a great season, many of the players experienced personal successes.

Calvin Bollar (RB/LB), Dante Allen (OL/DL), Danney Plant (QB), and Trayvon Toney (RB/LB) received all-county honors.

Will Coffey (WR/DB), Rich Fernandez (OL/DL), CJ Herrington (OL/DL), Jack Forster (OL/DL) earned all-division honors and Matt Curley led Suffolk county in points scored kicking.

Ryan Mulligan (WR/DB) received all division and all division academic honors.

The Dispatch would like to extend its congratulations to all seniors who have signed letters of intent, and wish them the best of luck in their upcoming collegiate athletic seasons.